Hot self serve
Custom Counter

Sell hot food-to-go products, such as wraps,
burgers, pastas, pies and other meal
components from a self serve counter.
Facilitate the on-the-go shopper mission by
integrating a Hot self serve counter into your

Key Features Custom Counter Hot self serve

Custom Counter deli line-up.

•• Self serve counter
•• 40” or 50” wide - 2 level display
•• Food groups: hot wraps and meal components such as chicken
(portions), panini, pies, pastries and soups
•• Unisquare (squared) lift-up top glass
•• Triple-pane insulated side glass
•• Patented Hot Blanket holding technology keeps products warm at
150°F for at least 4 hours
•• Long life heat-resistant LED lighting on each level
•• Angled shelves, transparent side glass: optimum product visibility
•• Rear flap doors for easy operator access
•• Various bumper options
•• Customizable cladding and materials
•• Modular and connectable with other Custom Counter models

Hot Blanket holding technology
Our patented, proven Hot Blanket holding technology
controls food safety. The shelves are heated and hot air
is blown from the front of the shelf, circulating over the
shelf surface. Your products are surrounded by a blanket
of hot air, providing an even holding temperature.

Hot vs. Cold

Custom Counter Configurator

Enjoy the freedom of connecting all heated and

Designing a tailor-made counter is easier than ever

refrigerated Custom Counters in the same design!

before with our Custom Counter Configurator. The

Provide a high variety fresh food offer for all moments

Fri-Jado team is ready to assist you in configuring your

of the day. Custom Counter separates hot from cold

perfect counter by using this tool. The configurator

food by high-tech insulated triple pane glass. The result:

creates a counter that meets your exact needs and

no condensation and heat transfer is reduced to zero.

visualizes what this could look like in a 3D image.

Customizable cladding and
materials

Long life heat-resistant

Rear flap doors for

LED lighting

easy operator access

Custom Counter Configurator
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Technical specifications
Model

Hot self serve

Length options (“)

40, 50

Nominal voltage

1~ 208V 50/60H z

Product temperature

149 < T < 158 °F

Presentation area depth (“)

20 1/8 (lower level)
13 1/8 (upper level)

Power

2400W (40”)
2600W (50”)

Glass

Unisquare lift-up glass

Lighting

Heat-resistant LED light

Technology

Hot Blanket Holding Technology

Interior configuration

2 angled shelves

Interior material

Stainless steel

Exterior

Customizable cladding and materials. Various bumper options.

Specifications and technical data are subject to amendment without prior notice.
Please check www.frijado.com for the latest information and specifications.
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